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COMMUTATORS ON A SEPARABLE ¿"-SPACE1

CHARLES SCHNEEBERGER

Abstract. A commutator is a bounded operator which can be

expressed as a difference AB— BA using bounded operators A and

B. This paper investigates the problem of classifying an operator

on a separable ¿"-space as either a commutator or a noncommuta-

tor. If 1 <p < oo, we show that compact operators are commutators

and that a large class of multiplication operators consists of com-

mutators.

1. Let 33 be a complex Banach space and S (S3) the algebra of all

(bounded) operators on 33. A commutator C in ?(33) is an operator

such that C = AB— BA for some A, BE2(Sß). As shown by Shoda

[ó], an operator on a finite dimensional space is a commutator if and

only if the trace is zero. For a Hubert space §, a complete description

of the set of commutators in £($) was given by Brown-Pearcy [3].

For example, if ¡Q is infinite dimensional and separable, the only

operators which are not commutators are of the form \I-\-C, where

X is a nonzero scalar and C is a compact operator.

This paper describes some commutators in 2(S3) where 33

= LP(X, S, p) is a separable infinite dimensional Lp-space for a posi-

tive measure space (X, S, p) and 1 ̂ p < =°. An operator on a Banach

space is called compact if the closure of the image of the unit ball is a

compact set. For Kf<», it will be shown that every compact

operator on LV(X, S, p) is a commutator. A multiplication operator

M$ (or simply multiplication) is defined for <j>EL°°(X, S, p) by

(M,f)(x) = *(*)/(*),       fEL"iX).

A point X in the spectrum of an operator is called a limit point if either

X is an eigenvalue whose eigenspace is infinite dimensional or X is a

cluster point of the spectrum. A multiplication on lp or Lp[0, l],

Kp < », will be shown to be a commutator if and only if it has two

or more limit points in its spectrum or it has zero as its only limit
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point. Similar sufficient conditions are given for multiplications on

other Z,p-spaces.

The space Lp[0, 1 ] will be denoted as simply Lv. A result of Boh-

nenblust [l] is that, for 1^£<°°, each separable infinite dimen-

sional space LV(X, S, xi) is isometrically isomorphic to either (i) lv,

(ii) Lp, (iii) lp@Lp, or (iv) lvn®Lp for some natural number n. The

isometric isomorphism is determined by the structure of the finite

atoms in the measure space (recall E is an atom in A if ¡x(F) =u(E)

or n(F) = 0 for any FEE). For example, if (A, S, u) has no atoms,

then LP(X) is isometrically isomorphic to Lp. The study of commuta-

tors on separable Lp-spaces can thus be restricted to these canonical

spaces.

2. Matricial commutators. Let {Lp(Xit S„ ßi)} be a countable

family of L^-spaces for a fixed p, 1 ̂ p< ». The direct sum of this

family is the set of sequences

¿®2><A<)
t=i

= {(/i,/2, ;••):/«€ L*(Xi), i -- 1, 2, • • - , ¿ \\fi\\* < »| .

This direct sum is a Banach space with the obvious norm

\\(iuh---)\\=(±\\M\:)1'P-

Each bounded operator A on the direct sum corresponds to an in-

finite matrix (Av)"j=i of bounded linear transformations Ay from

LP(X¡) into Lp(Xi). Addition and multiplication of operators are re-

flected by the usual matrix operations on the corresponding infinite

matrices.

The next two theorems follow matricial constructions given in

Brown-Halmos-Pearcy [2] and in Halmos [4].

Theorem 2.1. For 1 ^ p < oo, let A be an operator on

XX i @LP(X, S, n), and let C<4 ,■,•)<"_! be the corresponding matrix of

operators. If J2"y-i ||^4<y|| < °°i ^en A is a commutator on the direct

sum.

Proof. Define matrices (Ctl)™j=i and (Bt^j=i by

Cu = ói,]+il,       i, j = 1, 2, • • • ,

where / is the identity operator on LP(X), and
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Bu = 0, ¿il,

Bü = X) Ai-k+u-k,        i <j,
k~i

í-i

Bu = X ^»-*+i,y-*,       tè;>l.
k—l

An easy computation shows that (Bíj)(Cí¡) — (Cí,)(Bí,) = (Ai/).

Further, (Ci,) is isometric and therefore defines a bounded operator.

It remains to be shown that (5,7) defines a linear transformation on

the direct sum which is bounded. Define {ai}i°l_„ by

00

k-l

«< = 2IM*-»+i.*||> * = °-
*-i

Then let ßij=otj-i for t, j = l, 2, • • • . The matrix r=(/3jy)i"_1 is

constant on each diagonal. In addition, £«1 _ •»«<■" 2<.i IMtf||>

which is finite by hypothesis. It follows easily that T is a bounded

operator on I1 and l°°, and by the Riesz convexity theorem, T is also

bounded on lp. Now \\Bij\\ ußa for each i and /. Therefore, for

(h,h, ■ ■ -)EY:^®LpiX),

\iBi,)ifi,f2, •■•)||'= E £ £«/; 'sÇ^t^WlJ
= llnll/i|UIMI,---)IMI|rlH|(/i,/2,---)IK

Thus (Bi,)(fi, f2, • • • ) is defined for every vector in the direct sum,

and (Bij) represents a bounded operator.

Theorem 2.2. Suppose 1 ̂ p< °° and (X, S, p) is a measure space

such that LP(X) is isometrically isomorphic to fJL* ®LP(X). Let A,

BE%(Lp(X)) and define Ton LP(X)®LP(X) by the matrix T=\i ¡,|.

Then T is a commutator.

Proof. Since LP(X)® [LP(X)] is isometrically isomorphic to

r- 00 ""i 00

too "ji 00

£©£*(*)    -  T,®Lp(X),
t=2 J i=l

the operator T corresponds to an operator T' on the infinite direct

sum whose matrix is
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A 0 0

Bx 0 0

B2   0   0

•

where Bi is an operator on LP(X) for each ». A calculation shows that

this matrix is the commutator of the matrix (C,y) given in the last

proof and the matrix

■Bi .4 0 0-

■Bi 0 A 0 •

■B,    0    0   A

Since A and F' are bounded, this matrix can readily be seen to be

bounded. Hence the operators T' and T are commutators.

By a result of Brown-Pearcy [3, p. 123], if the sum SAS~l + TBT~l

is a commutator, then A @B is a commutator. This fact and the

previous theorem make the following proposition useful.

Proposition 2.3. Let Ai, A2, A2, and Ai be bounded operators on

LP(X, S, n), l^£<oo, such that Ai — A2 and As —Ai are invertible.

Then there exist invertible operators S and T on the direct sum LP(X)

®Lp(X) such that

Ái

0

0

-4 2

S~l + T
0   j

Ai\
r-i

0   c

o   D

for some operators C and D on LP(X).

Proof. Let B = (A3 — Ai)-1. Then define 5 and T by

5 = T =
(Ai + A3)B

(Ai- Ax)B

(Ai + A3)B

(Ai - Ai)B

Computation shows that 5 and T satisfy the proposition.

The following relationship between canonical separable Lp-spaces

with Kf<» is often useful.

Proposition 2.4. If 1 <p < <x> and n is any natural number, then the

spaces Lp, lp@Lp, and ¡%@LP are boundedly isomorphic.

Proof. Since 1<£<«>,  the projection P from Lp onto H" is

bounded. Define <£ mapping Lp into 1{@LP by
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*/ = «o © [(/ - P)f + P(eriri*f)],      f E Lp,

where ao is the Oth Fourier coefficient of /. This mapping is an iso-

morphism and is bounded. By induction, Lp and ln®Lp are isomor-

phic. Since Lp is isometrically isomorphic to 22,*i©i.p, one has

P®LP isomorphic to 2<-i © if\®Lp) and the conclusion follows.

3. Compact operators as commutators. Since every infinite dimen-

sional separable space LP(A, S, li) with Kp< °o is boundedly iso-

morphic to lp or to Lp, it is sufficient to examine compact operators

as commutators on the latter two spaces. For simplicity, proofs will

be given for only Lp, but the other case is similar.

Lemma 3.1. Let C be a compact operator on Lp, \<p< <x>, let e>0,

and let {In} be a mutually disjoint and exhaustive sequence of measur-

able subsets of [0, l]. Then there exists a positive integer N such that

\\Cf\\ <e\\f\\ iffELp,f = 0on UjL, h-

Proof. Assume the lemma is false. Then for each n, there exists a

unit vector /„ in Lp which is zero on U"=i/, = /n and such that

\\Cfn\\ = «• To prove that {fn}„-i converges weakly to zero, let g be

in the conjugate space Lq. Then

i    f        fngdÀu    f \fn\\g\dß£\\fn\\(   f \  g\'dß
I«'   10,1] I J   [0,l]-/„ \J   10,X]-J„

the last term tends to zero by the Lebesgue dominated convergence

theorem. Since C is compact and {/„} converges weakly to zero, the

sequence {G/„} converges strongly to zero. However, this contra-

dicts the fact that ||C/»|| ^e.

Lemma 3.2. Suppose l<p<<x>, (l/^)+(l/g) = 1, C is a compact

operator on Lp, and {e„}ñ=i is any sequence of positive numbers. Then

there exists a sequence {Kn}ñ-x of mutually disjoint and exhaustive

measurable subsets of [0, 1 ] such that, for each n, LpiKn) is isometrically

isomorphic to Lp, and

(3.1) \\Cf\\p < e.ll/11,      iffELp,        f = 0on\J A,-,
i=i

(3.2) ||C*g||3<€„y3     ifgEL*,       g = 0on\JKi.
i=X

Proof. Let {lm}m«i be a disjoint, exhaustive sequence of measur-

able subsets of [0, 1 ] such that ß(Im) > 0 for each m. Since C is com-

pact on Lp, the adjoint C* is compact on Lq. Applying Lemma 3.1

)
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to both C and C* for each », one can obtain an increasing sequence

of positive integers {Nn}ñ=i satisfying

I|C/I|p < e»||/||p    if / G L* and/ = 0 on U Im,
m=l

\\C*g\\q < 4\g\\t   if g G £3 and g = 0 on U Im.
m=l

SosetKi = IAJh\J ■ ■ ■ U/jVl, Kn+i = KNn+iV ■ ■ ■ VKNn+l for »21,

and inequalities (3.1) and (3.2) are satisfied. Since Kn has positive

measure and is nonatomic in [0, l], the space LP(K„) is isometrically

isomorphic to Lv.

Theorem 3.3. Let C be a compact operator on a separable infinite

dimensional space LP(X, S, p) with Kp< ». Then C is a commutator

in %(L"(X)).

Proof. For simplicity, we suppose C is a compact operator on

LP. Let {e„}"=1 be a sequence of positive numbers such that

£"_i (2w-f l)en< °°. Apply Lemma 3.2 to obtain an associated

sequence {Kn}ñ-i of subsets of [0, l]. The space Lp is isometrically

isomorphic to £,T=i ®Lp(Kn) via the mapping /—>(/i, f2, ■ ■ ■ ),

where fn—f\K„ for each n. Under this isomorphism, the operator C

on Lp corresponds to an infinite matrix of operators (Cy)<j«i on the

direct sum. To characterize Cn, define linear transformations

Pi\Lp->LpiK,) and Qi\Lp(K,)-*Lp by

Pif=f\Ki, fELp,

iQifi)ix) -/<(*),   xEKi,
Ji G Lp(Ki).

= 0, * G Ki,

Let Pi and Q'¡ be the corresponding projection and injection between

L" and L">(Kt) (where \/p + i/q = i). With these definitions, C.y

= P,CÇJ-and ct=P;C*a'.
We shall show that the entries of (||C,v||) are dominated by the

entries of the matrix

||Cn||     ei    it • • •

«1 «1      «2

€2 62      €2
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First suppose j^2 and igj. \ifjELpiK,), then Çy/y = 0 on KX\J • • •

yJKj-i. By inequality (3.1),

WCA = ll-P.-Cft/y|| ^ \\Pi\\ ||C(ft/y)|| ¿ fy-i||a/y|| á «m||/,||.

Hence ||C¿y|| ^€y_i. Now suppose i^2 and i>j. For giELq(Kj),

Q'igi = 0 on AjVJ • • • UA,_i. Similarly,

114dl« - Up/c*Qigi\\ s¿-íy.
Therefore ||Cy|| = ||Cy|| ^e¡_i.

Thus the matrix (C„) satisfies the condition

E IICííII á ||Cii|| + £ (2* + l)e< < «.
¿,y=i i=i

Since each space Lp(Kn) is isometrically isomorphic to Lp, Theorem

2.1 is applicable, and the matrix (C,y) is a commutator. Corre-

spondingly the operator C is also a commutator.

4. Multiplication operators as commutators. The isometric isomor-

phism between LP(X, S, /t) and one of the canonical spaces, lp, Lp, lp

®LP, or 1„®LP, may be chosen so that the induced mapping be-

tween the algebras of operators transforms multiplications into

multiplications. So it is sufficient to investigate multiplications as

commutators only on the canonical spaces.

Now operators of the form \I+C, where X is nonzero and C is

compact, are not commutators [5]. So we must first characterize

these multiplications. Recall that X in the spectrum of an operator

is a limit point if X is an eigenvalue whose eigenspace is infinite di-

mensional or X is a cluster point of the spectrum.

Proposition 4.1. Let Mt be a multiplication operator on one of the

canonical Lp-spaces, l^p< ». Then M$ is of the form \I+C with C

compact if and only if M$ has exactly the one limit point X in its spec-

trum. Hence if 1 <p< », such a multiplication is a commutator if and

only if\=0.

Now consider multiplications with more than one limit point;

again we specialize to the space Lp.

Lemma 4.2. Let M$ be a multiplication on Lp, 1 ̂ p < », and suppose

M$ has two or more limit points in its spectrum. Then M^, is a com-

mutator.

Proof. Let a and ß be distinct limit points in the spectrum of Af«,

and set e = | a — ß\ /3. Let U and F be the open balls of radius e about
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a and ß, respectively. Since a and ß are limit points, p(<j>-iU)>0 and

p(<p-1V)>0. Therefore, there exist six disjoint and exhaustive sub-

sets Ki, K*. ■ ■. • , K, of [0, 1] such that KAJKtC^U, KAJKA

E<t>-1V,p(Ki)>0,i = l, • • • ,6.
Let <¡>i=(b\Ki for each i. In the space Lx(Ki), since <¡>(Ki)EU,

\\<t>i— «|U^e; similarly, \\fa-a||.Se, ||03-/3||M^e, and U#«— j3|j»S«.
Since {Ki} is a disjoint and exhaustive family of subsets of [0, l],

Lp is isometrically isomorphic to X)?=i @Lp(Ki) via the map /

~*ifi, ' ' ' •/«)• where/<=/( Ki. Under this isomorphism, the operator

M$ is transformed to M^® ■ ■ ■ ®M^ on the direct sum. Since

piKi)>0 and Ki is nonatomic, the space LP(K/) is isometrically

isomorphic to Lp, and the operator M^ corresponds to a multiplica-

tion Mti on L» for some ^GIK[0, l]. Thus 2£'®£*(ÍC<) is iso-

metrically isomorphic to 22¡_i ©L", and Af^ © • • ■ ®M^ corre-

sponds to Mh ® ■ ■ ■ ® Mf,.

Now    11^!—a||00 = l|M#1 —Ma|| = ||ilf01 —Ma|| =|¡0i—a|| .a«; simi-

larly,   ||^2—alloo^e,   11^3— |S||„áe,   and   ||^4— j3||„^e.   Therefore,   for

almost all x,

(if-i -Mix)

>

fiix) -a + (a-ß)+ß- Mx)

-\\4ri -a||. -||^i -j8||.=2     a — «,

since \a—ß\=3e. Also, | tyt — ̂4)(x)\ è« for almost all x. Con-

sequently the operators M$x — M^z = -M"^,1_^.a and M^2 — M^t = M^2_ft

are both invertible. By Proposition 2.3, there exist invertible oper-

ators 5 and T on LP®LP such that

M*,     0

0       M*.
s-'-r- r

Af>2     0

0
j-i

0       ̂ !

0    A2

where Ai and A2 are operators on Lp. On the space (LP®LP) ®LP, let

Si = S®I and 7\ = T®I. Then one has

M,, 0

Mtz

0 Jf*

Sf1 + Tj

M* i 0

M¿4

0 M+,

Trl =

0    Ai    0

0    ^2    0

0    0      A3

for some operator ^43. By Theorem 2.2, the latter matrix represents

an operator which is a commutator, because Lp is isometrically iso-

morphic to X?= ! ®Lp. By Brown-Pearcy [3, p. 123], if SBS'1

-\-TCT~1 is a commutator, then so is B®C. Applying this theorem,

one sees that M+t®M*t(& ■ ■ ■ ®M+t is a commutator. Under the

isomorphisms, the multiplication M^ is also a commutator.
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The above proof can easily be modified to show that multiplica-

tions on lp, 1 Sp < », with more than one limit point are commuta-

tors, and the use of Proposition 2.4 just before defining Sx yields the

same result for multiplications on Fn®Lp, 1 <p< ». However, for a

multiplication M<, on lp®Lp, \<p< », we assume that Af0| (0®LP)

has two or more limit points (i.e., that M$ is not constant on Lp).

This allows Kx, K2, K3, and A4 to be chosen as subsets of [0, 1 ]. Again

the use of Proposition 2.4 shows that M$ is a commutator. These

remarks yield the following theorem.

Theorem 4.3. Let M^ be a multiplication operator on a separable

infinite dimensional space LP(X, S, /x) with 1<¿><». If LP(X) is

isometrically isomorphic to lp, Lp, or Vn®Lp for some natural number n,

then M$ is a commutator if and only if the spectrum of M¿, contains

more than one limit point or contains zero as the unique limit point. If

LP(X) is isometrically isomorphic to lp®Lp via a mapping i>, then M$

is a commutator if zero is the only limit point in the spectrum of M+ or

î7$ÀÎ0$-1| (0®LP) has two or more limit points in its spectrum.
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